MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND RECREATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE HELD ON TUESDAY 18th MAY 2021 AT 7.30PM
USING ZOOM VIDEO CONFERENCING
PRESENT:
Cllr Mrs P H Whiting
Cllr Mrs C Reavey
Cllr P McCann
Cllr B Spencer
Cllr Mrs A Gardner (as substitute for Cllr Mrs J Bone)
Cllr A M T Reading (substitute pending co-option of a new councillor)
Mrs S J Mitcham (Town Clerk)
Miss A J Schofield (Assistant Clerk)
IN ATTENDANCE:
1.

ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN
RESOLVED:
That Cllr Reading be elected as Chairman for the Advisory Committee.

2.

ELECTION OF VICE-CHAIRMAN
RESOLVED:
That election be deferred to the next meeting which is expected to no longer be an
Advisory Committee meeting.

3.

APOLOGIES
Cllr Mrs J Bone

4.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Other Interests
Cllr B Spencer, item 10, Committee Member of the Higham Ferrers Angling
Association.

5.

MINUTES
RESOLVED:
That the minutes of the meeting held 16th March 2021 be received and noted.

6.

ANNUAL PLAY AREA INSPECTIONS
RESOLVED:
That the Annual Play Area Inspection Reports and the Schedule of Works be received
and noted.

7.

OUTDOOR TABLE TENNIS TABLE
RESOLVED:
That enquiry be made with Rushden Town Council with regard to the level of use and
their experiences surrounding the location of the table tennis table located in Spencer
Park. That the Year 6 pupil be thanked for their letter and advised of the enquiries being
made.

8.

SAFETY SURFACING AT SAFFRON ROAD PLAY AREA
RESOLVED:
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That 3 quotes be obtained to remove the existing wetpour and replace with bonded rubber
mulch safety surfacing at the flat swings, see-saw and twin tower multi-play unit at
Saffron Road play area.
9.

ORGANISED LITTER PICKS
RESOLVED:
That given the tight timescales and staffing input required, participation in the Keep
Britain Tidy spring clean campaign is not practical but that consideration of organised
litter picks is scheduled for the September meeting when it is hoped social distancing
restrictions are no longer in place and local groups will be back up and running as normal.

10.

MANAGEMENT OF RIVERSIDE PARK
The Committee discussed at some lengths the on-going anti-social behaviour at
Riverside Park. The issues were raised at the last JAG meeting. It is understood Higham
Ferrers is due to be allocated a dedicated PC in about 15 weeks. The PCSO is to be kept
and with this improved Police coverage it is hoped there can be a focus on tackling the
issues at Riverside Park. Crimesecure have been approached with regard to the
possibility of CCTV coverage. Cllr Mrs A Gardner reminded that all incidents should be
reported to the Police via 101 so that a true picture of the level of anti-social behaviour
is recorded.
RESOLVED:
That external advice and quotes be sought for the long-term management of Riverside
Park. That advice may be sought from Moulton College or take the form of appeal to
local residents with specialist expertise in habitat survey and management .

11.

CLERK’S REPORT
Nightingale Way Play Area, 3 Giant Chairs from Chowns Mill Improvement
Scheme
The 3 Giant Chairs are to be installed week commencing 17th May. The official unveiling
ceremony will be held Tuesday 25th May 2021. Alongside the Mayor, Highways
England, the woodcarver and the 3 participating schools will be represented at the
ceremony.
RESOLVED:
That the report from the Clerk be received and noted.

12.

PARISH PATHS WARDEN REPORT
RESOLVED:
That the report from the Parish Paths Warden, Marion Darnell, be received and noted.

13.

ITEMS TO REPORT
Cllr Mrs P Whiting requested an agenda item to consider participation in the Queen’s
Platinum Jubilee tree planting scheme.
Cllr P McCann requested an agenda item for the provision of a wet weather shelter at
the Dogs Off Lead area.

14.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
13th July 2021.

Chairman
Date
15
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HIGHAM FERRERS TOWN COUNCIL
ENVIRONMENT & RECREATION COMMITTEE
13th July 2021
TABLE TENNIS TABLE
PURPOSE
To consider the request for an outdoor table tennis table at Saffron Road Recreation Ground.
BACKGROUND
At the last meeting a letter was presented from a Year 6 pupil at Higham Ferrers Junior School
asking for consideration of a new piece of sporting equipment at Saffron Road Recreation
Ground, a table tennis table.
Committee resolved:
That enquiry be made with Rushden Town Council with regard to the level of use and their
experiences surrounding the location of the table tennis table located in Spencer Park. That the
Year 6 pupil be thanked for their letter and advised of the enquiries being made.
Rushden Town Council have ordered but not installed their table in Spencer Park. They are
using a company called ‘Concrete Sports’. Aside the Rushden installation pending this
company have installed locally at a school in Duston, Northampton and another school in
Milton Keynes. They have installed in many other schools and other parts of the country in
parks and open spaces.
The organisation ‘Table Tennis England’ have an ‘Outdoor Table Tennis’ guide, attached,
which includes key criteria for making your table a success and gives points for consideration,
including location.
BUDGET COST
Supply and installation of concrete table with grass matting at either end £2200. A concrete or
tarmac base is not necessary but it may be preferred as per recommendation from Table Tennis
England. Suggested base size is approximately 8m x4m. The cost of this will double the
required budget.
The Junior School tables are not concrete. Concrete is recommended by the supplier due to its
durability, bearing in mind the location in a public open space and possibility of ASB.
There is no allocated budget for this. Funding would be from Higham Ferrers Improvement
Fund. Grant funding is worthy of consideration.
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Outdoor Table Tennis
Advice, guidance and recommendations

January 2018

supported by

Table Tennis England, Norfolk House, 88 Saxon Gate West, Milton Keynes, MK9 2DL
Tel: 01908 208860
Email: help@tabletennisengland.co.uk
Web: www.tabletennisengland.co.uk
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Why choose outdoor table tennis?
Table tennis is one of the few sports where normal divisions such as gender, disability and age are
irrelevant. Everyone can compete against each other on equal terms.
The sport is easy to pick up and play. People can get competent quickly but mastery of the game takes
much longer. These factors make the the game very appealing.
Traditionally the sport has always been played indoors in England. Table Tennis England noticed how
popular outdoor table tennis was in Europe and China. So in 2009 Table Tennis England, supported
by Sport England, installed 47 tables in 26 London
parks to measure their impact and popularity. The
project was a success. The tables were quickly
adopted by the communities they were placed in.
Since then outdoor table tennis has been included
as part of Table Tennis England’s strategy to increase
opportunities to play.
The key benefits for organisations who have
installed outdoor table tennis tables include:
zz

Very low maintenance costs after the initial
purchase

zz

The opportunity to engage the local community and encourage social cohesion

zz

Reduced anti social behaviour in public spaces

zz

Improved school playground behaviour

zz

Opportunities to reinvigorate unused space in urban environments

zz

Added value to outdoor facilities such as playgrounds, outdoor gyms and skate parks

zz

Provides a family friendly activity that will incease visit times and potentially custom in cafes
and shops in close proximity to the tables.

Key Criteria for making your tables a success
1. If funds permit your project should aim to get at least two outdoor tables, to be placed side by
side. This encourages social play and increases the
opportunity for people to particpate.
2. The tables should be placed in areas where they
will be visible. If the tables can’t be seen, no one
will know they are there. If the tables are to go into
a public space such as a park, consider putting them
where people normally congregate, such as picnic
areas or playgrounds.
3. We recommend that each table should be placed
in an area measuring 4m x 8m. This allows space for
players to circulate around the table safely.
Page 2
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4. There should be clear height above the table of at least 3m, to allow the ball enough space to
move during play.
5. The tables should be placed on a hard surface. When playing, participant movement is restricted to
the two ends of the table which rapidly wears grass and creates a depression. This depression will fill
with water and get muddy when wet or be an injury risk when the ground is hard.
6. Surfaces such as loose gravel or wood chippings are also not recommended. These shift easily creating
the same risks as a grass surface and are also problematic for wheelchair users.
7. To avoid this we recommend the tables are placed on a concrete or tarmac surface. Artificial turf
is also a possibility, and might be a better aesthetic fit to certain environments. This type of surface is
currently untested by Table Tennis England however.
8. The cost of installing a surface can be considerable and should be taken into account when costing
out your project.
9. A table tennis ball is light, and is easily affected by
the wind. Whilst not a factor that can be eradicated
completely there should be consideration about
the normal direction of the wind in your chosen
location. Ideally the table should be placed where
the wind is broken up by trees, hedges or walls.
10. Consider how people will have access to bats
and balls. If possible, locate the tables close to a
cafe or alternative outlet that could loan or hire
equipment out. The presence of the tables could
have a positive impact on their business, so it’s worth speaking to the owners about the project and
getting them involved.

Outdoor Table Tennis Tables
There is a wide range of tables available, and they can be grouped in three main types: concrete,
composite and rollaway.
Concrete tables - weigh at least one ton and are placed directly onto the surface. They are installed
by the company that supplies them. These tables are extremely durable and ideal for locations where
the public has unlimited access to them.
Composite tables - designs vary, so it’s worth checking the suppliers’ website to see what they look
like. These tables are fixed to the ground with bolts. Some suppliers will install these on site whilst
others will require self assembly. Composite tables are generally cheaper than concrete ones, but due
to their lighter construction are more susceptible to damage. These tables are better suited to
locations that are under regular supervision.
Rollaways - outdoor rollaway tables are weatherproof but designed to be kept in storage when not in
use. They are ideal for home or community centre use, where there is space to store them. They can
also be a great compromise if a hard surface isn’t feasible - the tables can be moved regularly to
prevent wearing of the surface and to experiment with the best location.
When choosing a location, bear in mind that the suppliers will need access to the site, particularly for
the heavy weight tables. Ideally the site will be accessible by a Land Rover sized vehicle.
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Other Things to Consider
Table Tennis England recommends that tables should be disability friendly. A disability friendly table will
have its supporting legs set back 40cm from the end of the table. This space allows a wheelchair user to
manoeuvre freely when playing.
It’s worth checking to see if there have been any outdoor tables installed close to your location. Seeing
outdoor tables in situ may help when creating your project.
Bats for indoor use are not particularly resilient to the elements or from
repeated rough use. Because of this we recommend that bats made from
composite materials are used, which are waterproof and shock resistant.
There are a number of table tennis equipment sellers that sell these bats.
That is not to say that traditional bats cannot be used!
There are now outdoor table tennis balls available to purchase. These balls
are a little heavier than standard balls, but retain the same bounce and
playability. The extra weight help to mitigate the ‘wind factor’ somewhat.

Your Outdoor Table Tennis Project
Table Tennis England has been working in partnership with a wide variety of organisations to help them
install outdoor table tennis tables for four years. On occasions there are some problems and barriers
that can delay or put a project at risk.
The majority of these problems can be addressed or mitigated by taking into account the following:
Establish a need: Why will outdoor table tennis make a difference to your organisation or community?
Identify a suitable location: Using the key criteria outlined above.
Estimate cost: Obtain quotes for the tables and other additional costs, such as surfacing, bats, balls and
promotion.
Create a project: Draw up a project plan. This will help you to cost the project and help to sell it to
partners and communities. A project plan is essential if you are planning to apply for funding.
Work in partnership: If the tables are earmarked for public use, consult with the local council, community
groups and any other organisations likely to be affected by the tables to ensure that the project is
supported.
Get permissions: Investigate whose permission needs to be sought to use the ground, then explain
the project to them. Outdoor tables should not require planning permission, but they still represent a
significant and long term change to the location.
Ask the locals: It’s important to ensure the location chosen is right. One of the few incidents of vandalism
occurred when the tables were placed where the local park users didn’t want them. Ask a variety of
local people their opinions about the suggested location. People who work regularly in those places
such as park wardens or gardeners can be a great source of information.
Find funding: There are lots of funding opportunities to take advantage of. More information is provided
below.
Be thorough: There are lots of organisations applying for funding and you are in competition with all of
them. Make sure that your application covers all of the key elements required, represent good value for
money, targets the key audience and will have a long term legacy.
Page 4
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Funding
The initial set up costs for outdoor table tennis can be expensive. Making use of funding and grant
opportunities is a great way to fund your project. Finding the right funding opportunity can be time
consuming. There are a large number available, and each has a different set of qualification criteria.
A good place to start is www.fundingcentral.org.uk which will provide you with a list of grants and
loan opportunites based upon your project and location.
Sport England also offers a number of different funding opportunities, details of which can be found
at www.sportengland.org/funding

Hard Standing Surface
The cost of putting down a surface for the tables to go on can be considered to be a permanent
structure, and therefore possibly excluded from what you can claim for in your funding bid. This is not
always the case so it is best to double check the funding criteria.
Research done by Table Tennis England puts the cost of a concrete surface measuring 4m x 8m
between £1,500 and £3,000. Some organisations have been able to reduce this cost by approaching
local builders and asking them to put down surface at cost or as a charitable act, in return for some
positive PR.
If this option is not feasible it is worth considering
purchasing an outdoor rollaway table instead. This will
enable you to move the table around the playing
area and reduce the wearing to the grass.

Other Considerations
To make the most of the funding you are applying
for, can you expand the project to include additional
tables or other sporting equipment?
It all depends on the proposed locations but some
ideas include:
A wider reaching project: To help embed the tables into the community, consider adding the cost of
indoor tables and coach fees into the budget. Placing tables into surrounding community halls or youth
centres will help to increase the reach of table tennis. A coach running engaging sessions on the new
tables will help to raise the profile of the tables and get people playing.
Landscaping: Some urban areas might benefit from some renovation or work to make them a safer
playing environment.
Seating or canopies: There are a number of companies that provide canopies or roofing for play areas,
which are great for acting as wind barriers or shelter from the elements. Seating near to the tables can
also help make the tables a centre of attraction.
Other sports and activities: Is there space and funding to include other activities such as outdoor gyms
or basketball?
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Outdoor Table Suppliers
The following alphabetical list of companies are known by Table Tennis England to sell outdoor table
tennis tables. Care should be taken on choice of model required dependent on the proposed location
and use. Contact the companies direct for product specifications, availability and current prices.
Website: www.playgroundequipment-amv.co.uk
Email:
sales@amvplaygrounds.co.uk
Tel. No: 01704 895331
Website: www.bribaroutdoor.co.uk
Email:
sales@bribartt.co.uk
Tel. No: 01227 860348
Website: www.caloo.co.uk/produce-category/outdoor-table-tennis-tables
Email:
info@caloo.co.uk
558218
Tel. No. 08450
Website: www.concretesports.co.uk
Email:
info@concretesports.co.uk
Tel. No: 08458 626086
Website:
Email:
Tel. No:
Website:
Email:
Tel. No:
Website:
Email:
Tel. No:
Website:
Email:
Tel. No:
Website:
Email:
Tel. No:
Website:
Email:
Tel. No:
Website:
Email:
Tel. No:

www.ejwglendinning.co.uk
sales@ejwglendinning.co.uk
01364 652601
www.theoutdoortabletenniscompany.com
info@theoutdoortabletenniscompany.com
01249 444537
www.parkleisure.com
enquiries@parkleisure.com
08000 197009
www.playcrete.com
wendy@bendcrete.com
01235 534359
www.teessport.com
mm@teessport.com
08004 584141 (Freephone) or 01642 217844
www.streetscape-products.co.uk
info@streetscape-products.co.uk
01757 707735
www.uktabletennis.co.uk
sales@uktabletennis.co.uk
01403 865094
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Help and advice
We will be happy to provide you with advice and guidance, as well as helping to promote your
good work once the tables are in place.
For general queries and advice please visit our website www.tabletennisengland.co.uk
or email: help@tabletennisengland.co.uk. Details of area staff are as follows:
Area Lead - South
Chris Brown

Tel:

07717 822617

chris.brown@tabletennisengland.co.uk

Development and Volunteering Officer - London and South East
Jenny Leach

Tel: 07421 748625

jenny.leach@tabletennisengland.co.uk

Development and Volunteering Officer - South
Lee Monk
lee.monk@tabletennisengland.co.uk

Tel:

07561 112817

Development and Volunteering Officer - South
Gemma Parry
gemma.parry@tabletennisengland.co.uk

Tel:

07739 017564

Tel:

07971 186405

Area Lead - North
Martin Ireland
martin.ireland@tabletennisengland.co.uk

Development and Volunteering Officer - North
Mark Willerton

Tel:

07766 647546

mark.willerton@tabletennisengland.co.uk

Development and Volunteering Officer - North
Chris Newton

Tel:

07904 115138

chris.newton@tabletennisengland.co.uk

Development and Volunteering Officer - North
Andrea Holt

Tel:

07841 678617

andrea.holt@tabletennisengland.co.uk

Development and Volunteering Officer - North
Sally Shutt

Tel:

07792 785738

sally.shutt@tabletennisengland.co.uk
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Help and advice (continued)
County Sport Partnerships (CSPs) are networks of local agencies that connect national and
regional organisations with an interest in sport to deliver a locally focussed strategy for
increasing physical activity. They can provide you with support and advice, and help put you in
touch with funding opportunities specific to your region.
There are 50 CSPs and you can find details of your local contact on www.cspnetwork.org
Local Authorities often employ someone whose responsibility is to develop sport and activity
within their authority boundaries. They will be interested to hear about your project and can
help to provide specific local advice.

Disclaimer
This guidance is intended to provide helpful data and advice and whilst every effort has
been made to ensure the accuracy of the contents, Table Tennis England shall not at any
time, in any circumstances, be held responsible or liable to any party in respect of any loss,
damage or costs of any nature arising directly or indirectly from reliance placed on the
guidance within it.
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HIGHAM FERRERS TOWN COUNCIL
ENVIRONMENT & RECREATION COMMITTEE
13th JULY 2021
SAFETY SURFACING IMPROVEMENTS
PURPOSE
To agree to the removal of the current wetpour safety surfacing under the swing set, see-saw
and multi-play unit and to replace with bonded rubber mulch, play area at Saffron Road
Recreation Ground.
BACKGROUND
At the last meeting it was agreed that 3 quotes be obtained to remove the existing wetpour and
replace with bonded rubber mulch safety surfacing at the flat swings, see-saw and twin tower
multi-play unit.
The annual inspections of the play area identified 3 pieces of play equipment where the wetpour
safety surfacing has holes, is cracking and/or crumbling. In particular the flat swings, the seesaw and the twin tower multiplay unit.
The annual report identified the wetpour under the flat swings as damaged and in need of repair.
The risk was not high but reasonable action should be taken.
The see-saw and twin tower multiplay unit were identified for monitoring to repair. The twin
tower multiplay unit has evidence of wetpour crumbling which means it is breaking up with
small bits coming away. Overtime this lessens the depth of the surfacing. The see-saw has
evidence of wetpour wear under the seats and a large crack to one end of the area.
Last spring the wetpour under the toddler swings was completely removed and replaced with
rubber mulch with wetpour sections inset for the higher wear surface immediately under the
swing seats.
QUOTES
Flat Swings, see-saw and multi-play unit Quote A
To remove existing wetpour and replace £11,219
with bonded recycled rubber mulch.
Includes herras fencing supply and install
during works
5 year guarantee.
BUDGET
Allocation from Asset Maintenance Reserve.
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Quote B
£11,446

Quote C
(to follow)

Twin Tower Multi-play

See-saw
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HIGHAM FERRERS TOWN COUNCIL
ENVIRONMENT & RECREATION COMMITTEE
13th July 2021
SHELTER, DOGS OFF LEAD AREA
PURPOSE
To consider provision of a wet weather shelter at the Dogs Off Lead area.
DETAIL AND COSTS
Following a request at the last meeting investigation has been made into the supply and
installation of a shelter to the Dogs off Lead area.
To follow are some examples of possible shelters and their prices. There is no allocated
budget for a shelter so funds would be drawn from Higham Ferrers Improvement.
Wooden shelter with perimeter seating. Can be open side or with full height or half height
panels or picket fencing.

Option 1: Caversham Gazebo
Includes 3 x full height panels and 2 half height close board fence panels and bench seats to 5
sides. Installation, Site survey, delivery - Price is £10,926
Option 2: Caversham Gazebo
Includes 5 x bow top hit and miss fence panels & 5 x bench seats
Installation, site survey, delivery - Price is £8,297

Smoking style shelter
Steel sides and roof powder coated finish in various colours
3m wide £3300 (supply only)
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Oak gazebo style shleter
3m square oak gazebo, supply only, £4419
3m square gazebo with balustrade to 3 sides, supply only, £7926
Oak frames are made from high quality green oak timbers which assemble together using
traditional jointing techniques.
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Dome Shelter
£7084 supply only
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HIGHAM FERRERS TOWN COUNCIL
ENVIRONMENT & RECREATION COMMITTEE
13th July 2021
BOLLARDS, ROMAN WAY
PURPOSE
To consider a request for bollards to be installed on the grass area in Roman Way as a means
to prevent vehicles parking.
BACKGROUND
The Police received a complaint from a local resident regarding parking of commercial vans
on the grass area in Roman Way. The resident stated it took place during evenings and
weekends. The behaviour causing visibility problems, and damage to the grass amenity area
and footpath. It is appreciated that parking is an issue in the area, but parking of these vans on
the grass area and footpath is unacceptable.
The Police responded to the resident….
‘Unfortunately the vehicles parking on the verge are not parked illegally so we are unable to
enforce this through removal or tickets. They are not parked within double yellow lines.
Obstruction does not cover the obstruction of view, only the obstruction of the roadways /
access roads / driveways. However, we can approach the owners of the vehicles and ask them
to park more considerately.
It would fall down to the council or the housing development land owner to make
adjustments to the verges such as bollards or any additional measures to stop vehicles from
being able to gain access. PCSO Bacon will be including the area on patrols.’
COST
The grass area of concern is in the ownership of the Town Council. Committee are asked to
consider the request for the installation of bollards.
Cost has been obtained for the supply of 4 types of bollard choice but a variety of designs are
available in varying prices:Edlington Concrete Bollard: £65

BX17 Pointed - Square: £52
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Cotswold Recycled Plastic £62

Manchester Cast Iron £124

Suggested budget £1200 - £1800 depending upon bollard preference.
An alternative would be to place large rocks. Budget cost for supply and placement of 10
sandstone quarry rocks (1.5-2 tonnes) £2650
Cost to be met from Higham Ferrers Improvement Fund.
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HIGHAM FERRERS TOWN COUNCIL
ENVIRONMENT & RECREATION COMMITTEE
13th July 2021
PURPOSE
To consider whether to take any action re the boundary wall on Castle Fields.
DETAILS
Below are various pictures of a wall that has partially fallen on the boundary of Castle Fields
and a College Street property. The wall is the responsibility of the homeowner. That is clear
on our deeds and the resident is aware. The resident is unable to claim on their insurance and
due to ill health is not in a position to fund a repair at the present time. They are concerned that
this leaves their property vulnerable particularly when the fair/circus is held there. They
wondered if the Council could do anything to help.
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HIGHAM FERRERS TOWN COUNCIL
ENVIRONMENT & RECREATION COMMITTEE
13th JULY 2021
CLERK’S REPORT
Nightingale Way Play Area – 3 Giant Chairs from Chowns Mill Improvement Scheme
The 3 Giant Chairs were to be installed week commencing 17th May with the official unveiling
ceremony to be held Tuesday 25th May 2021. However, there were problems encountered by
Highways England at the time of their installation. We’re awaiting an update regarding the
design installation of the Chairs from Highways England. Safe installation is essential to the
Town Council and Highways England because they are in a public park. Unfortunately, this
delay to the installation means the official unveiling is likely to be after the summer holidays
now. The chairs are beautiful and the schools have seen images of them and are aware of the
delay.
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Higham Ferrers Parish Path Warden Report Juy 2021

Path VC9 walked 27.6.21. Unfortunately all four large crossfield paths were covered with
long wet crop and so eventually I gave up and walked around the edges of the fields.
Gates still the same. FMS still saying “We are currently in negotiations with the landowner
to upgrade all the furniture along this route as part of our Rights of Way Improvement Plan,
action scheduled”.
Path VC 26 walked 21.6.21. The end that runs alongside the dog park was very overgrown
so I took a video as I tried to walk it and I reported it on FixMyStreet number 2811677 on
22.6.21. The response is very dispiriting:
“This path is on our annual Rights of Way mowing programme, currently being undertaken.
The mowing programme is carried out twice a year during the peak growing season. The
site is to be revisited after bird nesting season (October) to undertake further and more
extensive clearance works. State changed to closed.”
October? Really?
All other paths pretty good considering the amount of growth everywhere over the last
month (including my lawn!).

Marion Darnell
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